Older students are allowed to roam until the bell, but ninth-graders are herded into the
auditorium. We fall into clans: Jocks, Country Clubbers, Idiot Savants, Cheerleaders, Human
Waste, Eurotrash, Future Fascists of America, Big Hair Chix, the Marthas, Suffering Artists,
Thespians, Goths, Shredders. I am clanless. I wasted the last weeks of August watching bad
cartoons. I didn’t go to the mall, the lake, or the pool, or answer the phone. I have entered high
school with the wrong hair, the wrong clothes, the wrong attitude. And I don’t have anyone to sit
with.
I am Outcast.
There is no point looking for my ex-friends. Our clan, the Plain Janes, has splintered and the
pieces are being absorbed by rival factions. Nicole lounges with the Jocks, comparing scars from
summer league sports. Ivy floats between the Suffering Artists on one side of the aisle and the
Thespians on the other. She has enough personality to travel with two packs. Jessica has moved
to Nevada. No real loss. She was mostly Ivy’s friend, anyway.
The kids behind me laugh so loud I know they’re laughing about me. I can’t help myself. I turn
around. It’s Rachel, surrounded by a bunch of kids wearing clothes that most definitely did not
come from EastSide Mall. Rachel Bruin, my ex-best friend. She stares at something above my
left ear. Words climb up my throat. This was the girl who suffered through Brownies with me,
who taught me how to swim, who understood about my parents, who didn’t make fun of my
bedroom. If there is anyone in the entire galaxy I am dying to tell what really happened, it’s
Rachel. My throat burns.
Her eyes met mine for a second. “I hate you,” she mouths silently. She turns her back to me and
laughs with their friends. I bite my lip. I am not going to think about it. It was ugly, but it’s over,
and I’m not going to think about it. My lip bleeds a little. It tastes like metal. I need to sit down.
I stand in the center aisle of the auditorium, a wounded zebra in a National Geographic special,
looking for someone, anyone, to sit next to. A predator approaches: gray jock buzz cut, whistle

around a neck thicker than his head. Probably a social studies teacher, hired to coach a blood
sport.
Mr. Neck: “Sit.”
I grab a seat. Another wounded zebra turns and smiles at me. She’s packing at least five grand
worth of orthodontia, but has great shoes. “I’m Heather from Ohio,” she says. “I’m new here.
Are you?” I don’t have time to answer. The lights dime and the indoctrination begins.
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SANCTUARY
Art follows lunch, like dream follows nightmare. The classroom is at the far end of the building
and has long, south-facing windows. The sun doesn’t shine much in Syracuse, so the art room is
designed to get every bit of light it can. It is dusty in a clean-dirt kind of way. The floor is
layered with dry splotches of paint, the walls plastered with sketched of tormented teenagers and
fat puppies, the shelves crowded with clay pots. A radio plays my favorite station.
Mr. Freeman is ugly. Big old grasshopper body, like a stilt-walking circus guy. Nose like a credit
card sunk between his eyes. But he smiles at us as we file into class.
He is hunched over a spinning pot, his hands muddy red. “Welcome to the only class that will
teach you how to survive,” he says. “Welcome to Art.”

